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DETAILED ACTION

Claim Objections
1.

Claim 3 is objected to because of the following informalities: Claim 3, the

numbering is repeated. Claims 3-14 need to be renumbered. Examiner has
renumber the claim during examine.
Appropriate correction is required.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 101
2.

35 U.S.C. 101 reads as follows:
Whoever invents or discovers any new and useful process, machine, manufacture, or

composition of matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof, may obtain a patent
therefor, subject to the conditions and requirements of this title.

Claim 13 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 101 because as not falling within one
of the four statutory categories of invention. Supreme Court precedent and recent
Federal Circuit decisions indicate that a statutory “process” under 35 U.S.C. 101
must (1) be tied to another statutory category (such as a particular apparatus), or
(2) transform underlying subject matter (such as an article or material) to a

different state or thing. While the instant claim recites a series of steps or acts to
be performed, the claim neither transforms underlying subject matter nor is
positively tied to another statutory category that accomplishes the claimed
method steps, and therefore does not qualify as a statutory process. For
example, it is unclear what performs electronic form, the steps recited below in
the method claims.
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"Projecting , sensing”, “processing”

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103
3.

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for

all obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:
(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described
as set forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to
be patented and the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been
obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which
said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the
invention was made.

4.

Claims 1-3, 6-8, 11, 12, 14 and 15 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as

being unpatentable over Baker (US. Pub. No 2004/0027451) in view of Fuchs et
al.(US. Pat. No. 7,182,465) and FEIN et al.(US. Pub. No. 2009/0109175 A1).
Regarding claim 1, Baker teaches an immersive video system ([paragraph
OO29];[paragraph 0052]-immersive video) comprising:
a display ([paragraph 0053];[0059j-immersive image display in stereo;[paragraph
0064]-display device); a sensor([paragraph 0035]-use single sensors) that

provides information about a user's location relative to the display([paragraph
OO28]-determining the location of object from plurality of sensors;
[O243];[O245];[0246 ]-sensors providing information ); a processor([paragraph
O138]-processor) in communication with the display, the sensor, and the
projector, wherein the processor manipulates the images projected onto the user
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based on user location data from the sensor([Fig. 11]-effective processor
communicate with die-angle display).
However, Baker does not explicitly disclose a projector capable of
projecting images onto the user.
In an analogous art, Fuchs teaches a projector ([Fig. 16]-a projector)
capable of projecting images onto the user ([col. 13, line 6-13j-a projector 1604
projecting onto user image). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of the
ordinary skill in the art at the time of invention was made to provide the technique

of Fuchs to the modified system of Baker to improve image display method for
imperceptibly embedding structured light patterns in projected color images for
display on planar and non-planar surfaces [Fuchs, col. 1, line 30-34];
However, the combination of Baker and Fuchs does not explicitly disclose
a processor in communication with the display, the sensor, and the projector,
wherein the processor manipulates the images projected onto the user based on

user location data from the sensor.
In an analogous art, FEIN teaches a processor ([Fig. 1]- processor 114) in
communication with the display([paragraph 0022];[paragraph 0024]-display
system), the sensor ([paragraph 0024]- the sensors 118a and 118b), and the
projector([abstract ]-3D projector;[Fig. 1] —image projector 116), wherein the
processor manipulates the images projected onto the user based on user
location data from the sensor([paragraph OOO8j-sensors configured to sense user
interaction which is manipulation with the images; the user interaction is the body

movement of the user of the user from the first location). Therefore, it would
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have been obvious to one of the ordinary skill in the art at the time of invention

was made to provide the technique of FEIN to the modified system of Baker and
Fuchs to improve an integrated user interface that utilizes true 3-D technology to
create a computing and multimedia environment where user can easily navigate
by touch, mouse or pointer system to effectively navigate the interface to raise

the level of the user experience to a true 3D environment[FElN, paragraph 0007].
Regarding claim 2, Baker further teaches, an entertainment engine ([Fig.
10]-microcomputer, it is well known in the art that microcomputer will have
entertainment engine;[paragraph 0082-83]-laptop computer, joystick) in
communication with the processor([Fig. 10]-interpolation processor), wherein the
processor manipulates the images projected onto the user based on data from
the entertainment engine([Fig. 10]-interpolation processor communicate with
microcomputer then display element 1026).

Regarding claim 3, Baker further teaches the immersive video system
([paragraph 0029];[paragraph 0052]-immersive video) of claim 1, wherein the
display is a stereoscopic display([paragraph 0033];[0053]-enhance viewing the
stereoscopic capture and display;[0097]-stereoscopic video for display).
Regarding claim 6, Baker further teaches further comprising multiple
sensors that provide information about a user([paragraph 0042]-use multiple
sensors increases the number of image-sensing elements involve in the scene
capture; [0055]; [0066]; [0087]-multiple imaging sensors).
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Regarding claim 7, Baker teaches further comprising multiple
displays([paragraph O217-O218]—feeding display drivers 1422 and 1424 that in
turn driver stereoscopic viewing devices 1434, 1436, and/or 1438).
Regarding claim 8, Baker teaches further comprising multiple channels of
sound ([paragraph O219]-a set of 5-chanel surround sounds signals).

Regarding claim 11, Baker further teaches wherein the handheld device is
capable of use as a recording device for recording images from within the video
system ([Fig. 17, paragraph O106]-recording/playback of wide-FOV stereoscopic

images or video data)
Regarding claim 12, Baker further teaches further comprising a storage
mechanism for recording the recorded images ([Fig. 17, paragraph O106]recording/playback of wide-FOV stereoscopic images or video data;[0055 ]digitally recording and playing image the still images or video).

Regarding claim 14, the claim is interpreted and rejected for the same
reason as set forth in claim 1.Hence; all limitations for method claim 14 have
been met in apparatus claim 1.

Regarding claim 15, the claim is interpreted and rejected for the same
reason as set forth in claim 1.
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5.

Claim 4 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Baker in view of Fuchs and FEIN as applied to claim 1 and further in view of

SUNDARESAN et a|.(US. Pub. NO. 2009/0232353 A1).

Regarding claim 4, the combination of Baker, Fuchs and FEIN does not
explicitly disclose wherein the sensor provides a skeleton map for a user to the
processor.
In an analogous art, SUNDARESAN teaches wherein the sensor provides
a skeleton ([Fig. 2A-B]; [paragraph 0030]; [0052]-skeleton model, skeleton map)
map for a user to the processor ([paragraph 0052]-data processor unit).
Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of the ordinary skill in the art at the

time of invention was made to provide the technique of SUNDARESAN to the
modified system of Baker, Fuchs and FEIN to improve motion picture and marker
less motion capture based on images and video sequences which are obtained
from multiple camera paced around a subject, and to estimate the pose of the

subject [SUNDARESAN, paragraph 0003].
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Claims 5 and 9 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable
over Baker in view of Fuchs and FEIN as applied to claim 1 and further in view of
El Dokor et al.(US. Pub. No. 2008/0225041 A1).

Regarding claim 5, the combination of Baker, Fuchs and FEIN does not
explicitly disclose wherein the sensor is a time of flight sensor.
In an analogous art, Dokor teaches wherein the sensor is a time of flight
sensor ([paragraph 0008];[0030-0031]-a three dimensional time-of-flight (TOF)

sensor calculate the time-of-flight). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one
of the ordinary skill in the art at the time of invention was made to provide the
technique of Dokor to the modified system of Baker, Fuchs and FEIN to improve
an immersive, interactive environment for where users interact with virtual
objects and surroundings[Dokor, paragraph 0003].
Regarding claim 9, Dokor further teaches further comprising floor panels
that provide tactile feedback to the user([paragraph 004-005];[0046];[0049]—

haptics is an emerging field of technology that adds the sense of touch using
tactile feedback ).
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Claim 10 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over
Baker in view of Fuchs and FEIN as applied to claim 1 and further in view of

Alden (US. Pub. No. 2006/0109200 A1).

Regarding claim 10, the combination of Baker, Fuchs and FEIN does not
explicitly disclose further comprising a handheld device in communication with

the processor, wherein the handheld device is used for user navigation.
In an analogous art, Alden teaches a handheld device in communication
with the processor ([paragraph OO73]-processor 725), wherein the handheld
device is used for user navigation ([paragraph OO73]—processor uses to call up
images of the 3D environment through which the user is navigating for
presentation to an image). Therefore, it would have been obvious to one of the
ordinary skill in the art at the time of invention was made to provide the technique

of Alden to the modified system of Baker, Fuchs and FEIN to improve a
significant advancement in display and camera functionality [Alden, paragraph

0015].
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6.

Claim 13 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Baker in view of Fuchs and FEIN as applied to claim 1 and further in view of

Bachelder et al.(US. Pub. No. 2007/0035561 A1).

Regarding 13, the combination of Baker, Fuchs and FEIN does not
explicitly disclose further comprising a second user, wherein the processor
manipulates the images projected onto the second user based on the second

user's location data.
In an analogous art, Bachelder a second user ([paragraph 0022]-a user
101, first user was defined in claim 1 therefore, this is second user), wherein the
processor ([paragraph 0020]—processor) manipulates the images projected onto

the second user based on the second user's location data ([paragraph 0022]image based on the manipulation of the physical objects by user 101 and 3D

image based on the location of user 101 ). Therefore, it would have been obvious
to one of the ordinary skill in the art at the time of invention was made to provide
the technique of Alden to the modified system of Baker, Fuchs and FEIN to
improve a virtual reality and real-time environment that combines captured realtime video data and real-time 3D environment rendering to create a fused
environment [Bachelder, paragraph 0008].
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Conclusion
Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from
the examiner should be directed to NAZMUL HAQUE whose telephone number

is (571)272-5328. The examiner can normally be reached on 7:30 - 5:00.
If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the
examiner’s supervisor, David Czekaj can be reached on 571-272—7327. The fax
phone number for the organization where this application or proceeding is
assigned is 571-273-8300.
Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from
the Patent Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information

for published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public
PAIR. Status information for unpublished applications is available through
Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-

direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR
system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (tollfree). If you would like assistance from a USPTO Customer Service
Representative or access to the automated information system, call 800-7869199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272—1000.

/NAZMUL HAQUE/
Examiner, Art Unit 2487

/Dave Czekaj/
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